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Abstract

As a conflict regulation method, consociationalism offers stability and peace, though short-term and negative, for deeply divided societies. However, the success of consociationalism is highly doubted due to lacking long-term peace and durability. Establishment and continuation of consociational regimes mostly depend on external pressure. When the external pressure vanishes, majorities tend to shift to majoritarian system or for worse, conflict can resume. This paper argues that, being only dependent on elite cooperation and on the back-up of international actors is not adequate and creates a weakness. To overcome this, domestic actors, most importantly civil societal actors, should be empowered and incorporated in the establishment of a long-term positive peace, in order the consociational system to be sustainable. Through civil society cooperation and projects, popular adoption of the system and improvement of communal relations can be realized. This argument is tested on a protracted conflict, Cyprus which has experienced power-sharing with external pressure and is still discussing it as a future solution, through evaluating the impacts of bi-communal NGO projects and outcomes of civil society initiatives. By utilizing conclusions from the case, this paper offers contribution to both procedures of consociational theory and conflict regulation in other multi-ethnic states.
Introduction

This paper rests on Galtung’s negative and positive peace conceptions and tries to critically analyze consociational approach from the perspective of conflict settlement and transformation distinctions of conflict resolution literature. According to conflict resolution analyses, conflict settlement includes elite cooperation or elite peacemaking to reach an agreement (Ramsbotham et al 2012, 13). Consociational agreements can be evaluated within this framework as they are based on constitutional engineering and elite cooperation to regulate a violent conflict without addressing its structural roots. However this does not bring positive peace, which requires structural and cultural transformation to provide legitimacy and justice to the system and society, but just negative peace by ending the violent conflict (Ramsbotham et al 2012, 12).

As Lijphart mentioned in his ‘Democracy in Plural Societies’, for consociational approach “a low level of actual or potential violence”, stability (which means system maintenance, civil order, legitimacy and effectiveness) and staying in democracy are priorities for plural societies (Lijphart 1977, 4). However, according to Galtung, in order to establish a positive peace, what is required is overcoming the structural and cultural violence, or in other words changing the contradictions and attitudes of the parties to the conflict (Ramsbotham et al 2012, 13). This phase is the transformation of the conflict; it follows the agreement phase where elites make peace and electoral and constitutional reform takes place (Ramsbotham et al 2012, 14).

The structural and cultural peace building phases can increase the chances of making a long-lasting, stable peace by strengthening cross-group cooperation, overcoming ‘othering’ by increasing contact among groups, and creating interdependency through economic cooperation. Thus, conflict transformation phase need not come after the agreement or settlement phase, but can be a part of the conflict regulation phase where consociational
system is being established. Therefore, consociational theory can enrich itself with possible encompassing of civil society or grassroots activity. This is not to say that constitutional engineering or institution building is not important. On the contrary, in order to address the roots of the conflicts, which can be perceived as recognition of the basic human needs such as identity security, participation and survival, the recognition of the ethnic identities of the conflicting groups and providing security to them is of primary importance (Azar 1990, 8). Nevertheless, involvement of grassroots in the peace process can facilitate reaching a peace agreement or establishment of positive peace after the agreement is realized.

**Consociational theory as elite based and state centered approach**

Consociational theory rests upon elite cooperation in the regulation of ethnic conflicts. The approach can be reviewed as state-centered, top-down peace building process. The main aim is to contend the violent conflict and keep the state with a functioning democracy, in which power is shared among the conflicting groups. The democracy concept used by Lijphart is not an idealized one but a “reasonable’ democracy which is more synonymous with Robert Dahl’s polyarchy, giving the initiative in the political processes to the elected elites (Lijphart 1977, 4). Therefore, the approach is based on institutional design to share power among the elites, rather than to search for ways to establish positive peace.

When Lijphart first discussed consociational theory, it was merely based on elite-cooperation with pre-determined rules and based on communal divisions. That version was implemented in Cyprus with 1960 Constitution and failed within three years. As it was the case in Cyprus and argued by the critics of consociational theory, elites are mostly in favor of the continuation of the conflict as they benefit from it due to the fact that they breed their politics from ethno-nationalism (Yakinthou 2009, 22). Later, McGarry and O’Leary developed the theory to liberal consociationalism, extracting the given identities, relaxing the power-sharing procedure, emphasizing the role of the external actors and giving more room to
individual rights. Moreover, they have criticized the theory as having limitation as being “too internalist” and “too focused on executive and legislative institutions” (McGarry&O’Leary 2006a, 63). Lately, ‘complex power sharing or consociation’ is a term to take place, enlarging the approach to cover more than consociational theory, such as more levels of governance, involvement of international actors, broader range of issues, and more approaches like power dividing and centripetalism as well as power sharing (Wolff&Cordell 2011, 307).

When Lijphart first developed the theory, consociationalism was concerned with the within state conflicts, so the level of analyses was state level and the actors were domestic elites. With the contributions of McGarry and O’Leary, external actors entered into the scope of analyses. Therefore the actors involved expanded from domestic elite to international actors. however, as the conflicts that require a consociational solution are domestic conflicts, their regulation should not take place only in international and state levels, but should also incorporate the within-state level, which consists of civil society actors (Papagianni 2012, 169).

McGarry and O’Leary made contributions on the theory to expand it to include areas that are more directly with individual lives like the design of the police forces, demilitarization, the return of exiles, management of prisoners, education reform, economic policy, promotion of language and other group rights (McGarry&O’Leary 2006a, 58). Most of these contributions have found opportunity to be tested in Northern Ireland, within an implementation of a liberal consociational regime. Moreover, establishment of a Civic Forum which provides representation to the organizations outside of conventional politics opens a channel for a wider and more comprehensive inclusion of society into the system (McGarry&O’Leary 2006b, 275). In this sense, their approach can be viewed as getting related to personal or human security concepts, which will contribute to the formation of a positive peace in the post conflict societies.
Incorporation of the civil society level to consociational approach

The necessity of elite cooperation as consociational theory suggests is necessary but not sufficient for the establishment of long-lasting, positive peace. Therefore, a more comprehensive approach, which also includes civil society involvement and cooperation in the peace process, shall prove to be beneficial (Byrne 2001, 330).

In order to develop a sustainable positive peace, inclusion of the civil society actors into the peace process will be empowering. In order to create a more sustainable and positive peace, local actors, NGOs, civil movements should be included in the peace process (Ramsbotham et al 2012, 233). Civil society activities are inclusive, enabling the inclusion of different stake holders in the society to take place in the peace process, creating interdependency among different segments of the society and also among the elites, making them understand each other’s positions, building or strengthening trust and openness among the communities, which shall increase the success of the positive peace (Byrne 2001, 328; Papagianni 2012, 179). Civil society enables ordinary people to communicate and understand each other’s positions; as a result it will be easier for the political elites to compromise (O’Flynn & Russell 2011, 231). While the elites represent their group identity as ‘we’ and should do so in order to protect the stakes of the group, the grassroots movements can be less strict than the political actors as they are not obliged to protect any stake (Byrne 2001, 329). Instead, they may be more open to create alternative methods of cooperation or build intercommunal relations. So to say, they do not strictly follow ‘we’ character but are more interested in figuring out whom the ‘other’ is and how these two identities can come together. Moreover, they will facilitate the adoption of the peace process by the society, thus increasing the chances of survival of the peace (Papagianni 2012, 179).

In transforming the conflicts and establishing a positive peace, the civil society can act to stimulate intercommunal communication, cooperation, and awareness of the situation in a
critical manner (Byrne 2001, 339). The civil society actions can include cultural initiatives, reviving the common traditions that both societies share, reminding the commonness of the communities, and thus de-constructing the otherness and enmity among them. For instance, through environmental project, different segments of the society can act together for the common purpose of protecting the environment, or groups can coordinate to protect the cultural or historical heritages of their lands. School projects which increase the contact among the young members of each community can help to overcome the stereotypical perceptions. communication and information exchange in different areas shall make the conflicting communities to realize that they share similar problems or have similar interests like economic development problems, housing, social security, employment, health services, education etc (O’Flynn&Russell 2011, 226). Workshops, trainings, joint projects, reforms in education can be stated as aspects of civil society involvement in the positive peace process (Ramsbotham et al 2012, 235).

O’Flynn and Russell make a distinction in the civil society organization and how they shall be supported. According to them, the civil society organizations in deeply divided societies are inclusive or exclusive. The inclusive organizations are composed of members from different segments of the society or different communities, therefore their memberships are cross-cutting so they directly help to strengthen democracy. The exclusive ones have membership from only one particular community so they are socially exclusive. While both types of civil society organizations need to be supported financially or materially by the state or international community, the exclusive organizations should be supported within an umbrella organization like the Community Relations Council of Northern Ireland which acts as a platform to provide communication between the exclusivist organizations from both communities (O’Flynn&Russell 2011, 231-232). This example can be a model for Cyprus, where civil society organizations are mostly exclusive, therefore a common platform for them
to develop communication, intercultural dialogue, mutual trust, and common projects can help building of the peace.

**Civil Society Cooperation in Cyprus**

The solution efforts to the Cyprus conflict have been based on consociational power-sharing among the two communities since the establishment of the Republic of 1960. However, since then the efforts have been unsuccessful as ethno-nationalism in both communities proved to be preferential to compromise (Yakinthou 2009, 96). Only in 2004, one of the parties to the conflict, Turkish Cypriots, chose cooperation and compromise over the continuation of the conflict, which was due to public pressure over the long-lasting status-quo defenders from the center-right politics and against the politics of Turkey. Therefore, Cyprus case is instrumental to see the failure of leaving the incentives only to the elites and the potential positive impact of inclusion of civil society and grassroots movements to the transformation of the conflict and building a positive peace.

In Cyprus, besides the incompatibility of the stakes of each community, there is a difference of perceptions, values or relationships which are harder to reconcile (Ramsbotham et al 2012, 18). Particularly the security concerns over collective identity in both communities are significant, which causes misperceptions, insecurity, mistrust and harm communication among the communities (Fisher 2013, 186). For instance insecurity of expression and recognition of their collective identity is detrimental in Turkish Cypriot community. Overcoming differences in perceptions or construction of identities as rival entities is not possible only through constitutional engineering. As consociationalism depends on elite cooperation and in Cyprus the elite politics rest on ethno-nationalism and maximalist views of communal stakes, reaching compromise becomes more difficult. Moreover, concentration of the two ethnic groups in separate geographies without any simultaneous contact with each other makes it more difficult to overcome the stereotypes and prejudices,
and also to build more peaceful relations (O’Flynn & Russell 2011, 226). At that point, civil society cooperation can be instrumental.

The impact of grassroots on a potential compromise or transformation of the conflict was apparent in the elections in Northern Cyprus before 2004 Annan Referendum (Yakinthou 2009, 96). Turkish Cypriot electors changed the center-right politicians who stand for status-quo for years, into center-left politicians who promised hope for a compromise and a solution to the deadlocked conflict. Afterwards, a well-organized campaign for a positive outcome from the Annan referendum gave its result with 64% of ‘yes’ vote. The impact of grassroots both in the elections and referendum shows the positive impact of the inclusion of public into the politics in the conditions that they are not mobilized with maximalist, ethno-nationalist motivations. Therefore, it can be concluded that elite cooperation is a condition for the success of compromise in a consociational solution of a conflict but cannot be isolated from the positive impact of the grassroots or civil society (Yakinthou 2009, 24). As much as the elite behavior shape the perceptions and attitudes of the public, the civil society movements can shape the politics of the elites, pushing them for a more cooperative attitude in the establishment of peace. Moreover, they can work to overcome the invisible barriers between the communities, and as a result, getting the public less vulnerable to ethno-nationalist politics of the elites and to rally for the establishment of peace.

As happened in Northern Ireland peace process, civil society actors can work to overcome stereotypes, prejudices, discrimination and the fears of people for the future solution; establish mutual understanding, communication and cooperation; create new norms, values, and a shared identity; assist peacemakers and volunteers, through trainings, mediation, problem-solving workshops, inter communal projects, dialogue groups, education and reconciliation work (Byrne 2001, 339-342). An important step in creating these kind of cooperation in civil society, Secretary General of the UN proposed confidence building
measures for Cyprus in 1994 for “overcoming the existing mistrust” and achieving an “overall settlement” (UN 1994, 8). These measures foresaw increasing cooperation in sports, cultural events, trade, journalism, health, environment, in solving common problems like water or energy problems, developing the education policies “to promote inter communal harmony”, establishing joint projects, opening Varosha and international Nicosia airport (UN 1994, 15). These measures have failed to be implemented due to elite level disagreement. As Yakinthou mentions, these kinds of efforts to transform the conflict on the civil society level have failed as the focus of conflict regulation have always been on the “big problem” of compromise between the elites (Yakinthou 2009, 107). However, the logic for the transformation of the conflict lays working on both levels; elite level and societal level in parallel. Without building the ground for support for peace in the societal level, the elites are not constrained by civil society; rather they can freely shape it through nationalist policies.

An example of a civil society initiative that works to overcome inter communal barriers is a socially inclusive organization that works on the restoration of archeological/historical buildings in Cyprus: The Technical Committee on Cultural Heritage. The organization is supported by both UNDP and the EU. It is headed by one Greek Cypriot and one Turkish Cypriot. The organization makes small scale to large scale projects (UNDP 2015, 4). It enables cooperation between the members of the two communities in protection of cultural heritage of Cyprus. Therefore, its activities can be evaluated as collaboration for the benefit of Cyprus, regardless of ethnic identity. These kinds of projects can help to overcome the identity barriers, work as confidence building measures and support the establishment of a positive peace environment.

**Conclusion**

It is important to note that the proposition of this article is not to favor centripetal approaches for conflict regulation but to develop consociational approach by including civil
societal initiatives into its scope. By this way, consociational theory can offer more than institutional power sharing, overcome being state-centered and elite-centered. It can include conflict transformation and establishment of positive peace among its targets. In order to realize these aims, a multi-track diplomacy can be more fruitful, with equal emphasis on grassroots dialogue with track-III diplomacy as well as mid-level track II or elite level track-I diplomacy (Sozen 2014, 9). Elite level dialogue should be supported with mid-level and grassroots inclusion to establish a sustainable peace as these different levels shall reinforce each other; particularly local level can exert pressure to the top level (Sisk 2004, 259-260). Increasing contact among socially inclusive organizations and establishment of an umbrella platform for building communication among exclusive organization, like the case in Northern Ireland, can be instrumental for a sustainable peace. As a result, consociational approach can offer a more democratic model and have better chances to establish positive peace.
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